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Abstract
Let G be a graph on n vertices and let z and B be real numbers, 0 <a, /?< 1. Further, let G satisfy the
condition that each LWIJ subset of its vertex set spans at least /In2 edges. The following question is
considered. For a fixed G(what is the smallest value of fl such that G contains a triangle?

1. Introduction
It is well known that if a graph G on n vertices contains at least (n’+ 1)/4 edges, then
it must contain a triangle. We wish to generalize this known result. Assume that c( is
fixed, 0 < tl< 1, and that each Lsin 1 subset of V(G) induces at least jh’ edges. Further,
assume fl is chosen as small as possible so that the given condition will ensure that
G contains a triangle. The objective is to determine /? as a function of r.
We shall see that fi seems to be determined by a family of triangle-free graphs with
no independent
set of a given order. This in turn amounts to knowing the Ramsey
graphs for the Ramsey number r(3, k). Of course, these Ramsey graphs are only known
for a few small values of k. This knowledge of a few Ramsey graphs will be used to
formulate a conjectured
value for 8.
Consider
three Ramsey graphs Mi (i= 1,2,3) which are triangle-free
with no
independent
set on i + 1 vertices. These graphs are defined as follows: let M, = K2,
M2 = C5, and let M3 be the graph obtained from C8 by adding all chords of length
four. Expand each graph Mi to a graph Hi by replacing each vertex of Mi by an
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independent
set of order n/lMil, making a pair of vertices of Hi in two different
expanded sets adjacent if and only if the replaced vertices are adjacent in Mi. Observe
that each graph Hi is extremal triangle-free in that the addition of any edge creates
a triangle.
We next analyze Hi, HZ, and H, seeing what this implies concerning the value of p.
For convenience
assume during this analysis that c1is such that an is an integer and
that n is both divisible by 5 and 8.
To analyze H 1 = Kni2,n,2 assume that l/2 <ad 1. Choose all vertices in one part of
K n,2,n,2 and the remaining
an-n/2 in the other part noting that this an subset of
V(H,) spans (n/2)(ctn-n/2)=
[(2a- 1)/4]n2 edges. Further, each an subset of V(H,)
spans at least [(2c( - 1)/4] n2 edges. Thus from HI we see that
B > (2~.- 1)/4

when

1/2<a<l.

To consider H2 assume 215 < CId 315 and observe that each ctnsubset of V(H,) spans
at least [(Scr-2)/25]n2
edges. This number of edges is realized by choosing 2n/5
vertices from two of the expanded sets corresponding
to two independent
vertices of
C5, and the remaining cxn- 2n/5 from an expanded set adjacent to only one of the two
previously selected sets.
Finally, consider H3 and assume 3/8 < c(d l/2 so that each tin subset of V(H,) spans
at least [(8a - 3)/64] n2 edges. This number of edges is determined in the same way
that the corresponding
one was found for HZ.
Since (5a-2)/25
<(2a1)/4 if and only if 17/306a and (8cr- 3)/646(5a--2)/25
if
and only if 53/12O<cr, the three graphs Hi (i= 1,2,3) provide the following lower
bound on /3.

This motivates
solution.

the following

when

17/3Odad

when

53/120<a6

conjecture

Conjecture 1.1. Let G be a graph
Further let
B>

Pa- I)/4
i (5cr- 2)/25

If n is sufficiently
G contains

1,
17130.

for which we are able to provide only a partial

of order

n and

when

17/3O<cc<l,

when

531120 6 c(< 17130.

let c( be fixed, 53/1206a6

1.

large and each LcvzJ subset of V(G) spans at least /3n’ edges, then

a triangle.

A very interesting special case of the conjecture is the following. If each Ln/2 1 vertex
subset of an n vertex graph spans more than n2/50 edges, then the graph contains
a triangle.
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One could continue to look at the known extremal triangle-free
graphs with no
independent
sets of order k, 5 <k d 9, and try to formalize a more detailed conjecture
for certain values of cc<53/120. We have not chosen to do so since (as we will see)
nothing sharp has been proved for a< 17130.
It should be noted that an expanded Petersen
independent
set with n/10 vertices) provides
This graph is also extremal triangle-free.

graph (each vertex replaced

the same extremal

numbers

by an

as does Hz.

2. Results
The first two theorems given are general in that they
of LX)so that the graph G contains a complete graph on
primary interest when c( is small. When k#3 we do
whether the exponent
of 2+6 as given in Theorem
magnitude.

give a value of /? (as a function
k vertices. These results are of
not know, even for small ~1,
2 is of the correct order of

Theorem 2.1. If G is a graph of order n such that each Lm]
spans at least
max{[(k-3)/(2k-4)]
then for n sufficiently

&?,

subset of V(G) (0 < c1< 1)

(k 3 3),

a3n2/2} edges

large the graph G contains a Kk as a subgraph.

Corollary 2.2. If G is a graph of order n such that each Lm J subset of V(G) (0 <a < 1)
spans at least a3n2/2 edges, then for n sujficiently large G contains a triangle.
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a graph of order n and let cr satisfy 0 < c( < 1. Further let k 3 3 be
an integer and 6 a positive real such that 6(k-2)<
1. Iff or n sufficiently large each L an 1
subset of V(G) spans at least (1/2)1x2i*n2 edges, then G contains Kk as a subgraph.
The next result establishes

that the conjecture

given earlier holds for 0.648 dad

1.

Theorem 2.4. Let G be a graph of order n and let CIsatisfy 0.648 <CC< 1. If each Lmj
subset of V(G) spans at least fin2 edges, fl>(2a1)/4, then for n sufficiently large
G contains a triangle.
Although the conjecture is not proved for LX
< 0.648 we do find values of /I which
guarantee
the existence of a triangle, sometimes close to the conjectured
value,
provided the graph has independence
number flOn with PO < 1 - c( and /I0 < CC
Our argument shows that if
p>B’-[-x3/8]

(4-c()-$QZ&
a2+2a-1

1
>.
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Table

1
B

a

/I*

Example graph

0.41

0.019

0.004

H,

0.45
0.50

0.024
0.033

0.01
0.02

HI
H,

0.55
17/30=0.567
0.60

0.043
0.047
0.054

0.03
0.033
0.04

HZ
H,
H,

and LX~
+2cr-- 1 >O, then G contains a triangle. Specific values of p’ are shown in
Table 1 for various values of CIin the range 0.4 < c1d 0.6. The column labelled /I* shows
the best lower bound for /3 provided by the graphs H2 and HJ. It should be
emphasized that these tabulated values assume both fiOd 1 - c( and p,, <a.
The next result gives a lower bound estimate for the value of /? for small CL
Comparison
with the corollary to Theorem 2.1 shows that this lower bound is close to
the best known universal upper bound.
Theorem 2.5. For all appropriately

small a and large n, there exists a triangle-free

H of order n in which every subset of ran]

ca3n2/log5(1/x)

vertices spans a subgraph

edges, c a constant independent

graph

with at least

of M and n.

3. Proofs
In the proofs which follow (except for Theorem 2.5) we will
considering a LCWI]subset of vertices of the graph G, that Lan]=
to simplify the presentation
and avoid continual use of the floor
functions. In addition the arguments are only tight when cln is
assumption
does not make the proofs presented less general.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The graph contains

((ci)/(cEit))

always assume, when
an. This is only done
1
L 1 and ceiling r
an integer

so that this

at least

(a3n2/2)>(n2/a2n2)(a3n2/2)=cln2/2

edges.

Thus G contains a vertex z such that d(z) > an. Set d(z) = Sn and let A4 be the subgraph
induced by the vertices adjacent to z. Since by hypothesis M contains an edge, the
proof is complete for k = 3. For k 24 the graph M contains at least
a2n2>((s2/a2)(k-3)/(2k-4)
= ((k - 3)/(2k -4))S2

n2
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edges. Thus by Turk’s
completes the proof.

theorem
0

Proof of Theorem 2.3. The graph

[a], M contains

G contains

((~n)/(~~~))(ct2’dn2/2)>dn2/2
Therefore,

G contains
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a Kk _ 1. This gives a Kk in G, which

at least
edges.

a vertex x1 such that the neighborhood

IN(
>&I. Assume IN(
Consider the graph (N(x,))
(N(x,))
contains at least

N(x,)

of x1 satisfies

=&I, otherwise select a subset of N(x,) of that order.
spanned by N(x,). Since 6~1 and IX< 1, C?>CY and

((~~)/(~~~,f))(cc2”n2/2)>a3’n2/2

edges.

Therefore, (N(x,))
contains a vertex x2 such that ~N(x,)nN(x,)~ >crz6n. Assume
IN(xI)nN(x2)(
=ozz6n. Continuing
this procedure,
using that (k--2)6 < 1, we find
vertices x1, x2, . . . , xkm2 such that /N(x,)nN(x,)n
... n N(~~-~)l~tl(~-~)~nban.
Since
0
this common neighborhood
contains an edge, G contains a Kk as a subgraph.
Before proving

Theorem

2.4 we prove the following

useful lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let G be a triangle-free graph with 6n vertices (1/2<6<
1) and at least
((26 - 1)/4)n2 edges. Then G contains an m-matching with m>((26 - 1)/2)n.
Proof. Consider a maximum
matching M with m edges in G. Set D=
m=pn so that D is the empty graph with 1V(D)1 =&I-2m=(6-2p)n.
triangle-free,
the end vertices of each edge of M have their degree sum
D bounded above by (6--2p)n. Also by Turan’s theorem the subgraph
M has at most (pn)’ edges. Thus

G- M and
Since G is
relative to
induced by

Since
6(26-

and

Sp- ,LL’ is an
increasing
function
of p
1)‘/4=(261)/4, we have that m3(26-

1)/2-(26-

if
1)/2.

p < 612
0

since

Proof of Theorem 2.4. We first show if G is triangle-free, then it cannot contain an
independent
set of order (1 - a)n. Suppose the contrary and let A be an independent
set of a triangle-free graph G with (1 - a)n vertices. Then by the lemma ( V(G) - A)
contains a (2a- l)n/2-matching
M. Set C = V(M) and observe, since G is triangle-free,
that each edge of M is incident to at most (1 - a)n edges with one end vertex in A.
Also since (C) is triangle-free,
by Turan’s theorem IE(C)l d [(2a- 1)/2]‘n*. But
lAuCl=ctn
and ~E(A~C)~~[(2a-1)/2](1-cr)n~+[(2~-1)/2]~n~=[(2a-l)/4]n~,
contrary to the conditions
of the theorem.
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The proof is completed
or a triangle.

Counting

by showing
the number

G contains

an independent

set of order (1 - cc)n

of edges we see that G contains

more than

[(iJ(lnnl:)]

[(ICY- 1)/4] rz2 edges.

Since

[(iJ(i?2)]

[(2x - 1)/4] n2 3 [(2cr - 1)/4a2] n2,

we have for large n that G contains a vertex of degree 3 [(2a-- 1)/2cr2]n. Since
(2~ - 1)/(2cr2) > 1- c(if and only if 2cr3- 2cr2 + 2a - 13 0, and the latter inequality holds
for c(> 0.648, the result follows.
0
We next consider the special case, mentioned
in Section 2, where G has independence number bon with PO 6 1- CIand PO <a. The intent is to find a small value of
/I such that under these conditions
G contains a triangle.
For the moment assume that G fails to contain a triangle. Let A be the largest
independent
set in G so that IA/ = Bon with PO < 1 - CIand /I0 <IX. Set B = V(G) - A and
let C be an arbitrary
subset of B with ICI =(cY-pPo)n. But PO,< 1 --tl so that
cw ~(1 - fio)n and the number of edges in (B) is

Since (C) is triangle-free,
the number
of edges in (C) <(l/4) (tl-j3#n2.
But
IAuCl =cw so that the number
of edges joining
vertices of C and A is at
least
(p-(1/4)(cr/?o)2)n2. Therefore,
the
average
degree
of vertices
in
(B) - (2( 1 - /lo)fin)/a2 and the average degree of a vertex in (C) relative to the set A is
(l/(a -~o))(/?-(1/4)(cz-~o)2)n.
Hence the set C can be chosen so that it contains
a vertex z of degree
~~C~~~-PO~B~~~~+C~/~~-BO~~C/~-~~-PO~~/~~~~~

If /3 is such that
(1)

~C~~~-Po~Bll~2+C~/~~-80~1CB-~~-P0~2/41~~P0~~

then G contains a triangle (since otherwise N(z) is an independent
bon vertices). But inequality (1) is equivalent to

set with more than

(S/I + 3x2)/3; -(S/?-i- S/k + 2cr3)po + f&x+ 4m2/I - ~1~> 0.

(2)

Expression (2) holds whenever the discriminant
D of the quadratic
expression in
Since D=(-4a2-8a+4)fi2+a3(a-4)/?+~6,
D-CO for each
BO is negative.
/I > [ - a3/8][4 - c(- ,,/%%%%]/(u~
[-~~/8][4-a-,/i?&%&cr~+2cr-

- 2a - 1) when c( is such that
l)>O
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and CC’+ 2~ - 1 > 0. These expressions are used to determine p for various
dosuch that G contains a triangle. Tabulated data is given in Table 1.

values of

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Set
k=

where c is a constant
theory,

9

to be chosen

later.

By a well-known

result

in Ramsey

(1)
for sufficiently large k. Set P=r(K3, Kk)- 1 and let G be a graph of order P which
contains no triangle and has no independent
set of k vertices. For simplicity, assume
that p 1II. Let H denote the graph obtained from G by blowing up each vertex to an
independent
set. Specifically, H is obtained from G as follows: forj = 1,2, . . . , p, replace
vertex Uj in G by an independent
set Aj containing
n/p vertices of H and join
completely
two of these independent
sets in H if the corresponding
vertices are
adjacent in G. Let X be any subset of V(H) with IXl=rcrnl
and let Xi=XnAi
for
i=1,2, . . . , p. Thus X is partitioned into blocks X1, X2, . . . , X,. Say that the block Xi is
fat if

By a simple averaging argument, at least half of the vertices of X belong tofut blocks.
Set m=Llog(2/a) J and note that by an appropriate
choice of cr we can ensure
that

for all sufficiently small CI.Partition
classj (j= 1,2, . . . ,m) if

the@

blocks into m classes by setting block Xi in

Note that by our choice of m every block in the partition
IXtl>~e-“>CIII,
P
2P

satisfies
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Let 4j denote the number
blocks, we have

et al

of fat blocks which are in class j. Counting

vertices in fat

so

Thus for some j d m,
qje-j>-

UP
2m

e-l

and

qj>ga3k.

set of k vertices,

Since G has no independent
(O<r<k-1)
spans at least

every set of s = (k- 1)q + r vertices

edges (Turan’s theorem). A crude consequence is that every set of s > 3k vertices span
at least i(s2/k) edges. Now set s= qj and note that corresponding
to the sfut sets in
class j there are s vertices in G which span at least $(s*/k) edges. Since eachfut set in
class j has at least Fe-j
P

vertices and sets are completely

vertices in G are adjacent,

this accounts

joined

if their corresponding

for at least

edges in H. Substituting
and

m=Llog(2/a)l,

we obtain the stated result. Using the Erdos-Lo&z
that (1) holds if c2<&[3].
Using this fact and
constants, we can see that the required inequalities
c1 =200

and

1
c=20

local lemma, Spencer showed
carrying out the calculation
of
hold comfortably
with

0

4. Conclusion
The focus of this paper has been on finding an edge extremal number associated
with each L an 1 subset of the vertex set of a graph to guarantee
that the graph

Local density condition

for

triangles
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contains a triangle. One could as well ask the same question if the LCVI~subset is
replaced by a much smaller subset, one of order Lnd 1 with 6 < 1. Since it is well known
from Ramsey theory [l] that each graph of order n’(n large) either contains a triangle
or an independent
set of order IZ, the case when 6= l/2 easily follows. In particular,
this Ramsey result gives if each Ln”’ J subset of vertices of an n vertex graph contains
an edge, that the graph contains a triangle when n is large. One can as well repeat the
argument

given in proving Theorem 1 to show if each Lns ] subset (6 > $) of an n vertex
graph spans at least 2n 38-l edges then the graph contains a triangle. Furthermore,
Theorem 2.5 can be used to obtain’a lower bound of c(6)n36- ’ for the number of edges
that each La”] vertex subset of the n vertex graph may span without containing
a triangle.
One could also ask for the edge extremal number /In” associated with each Lcznj
subset of vertices for the graph to contain any fixed Kk, k 3 4. Although Theorems 2.1
and 2.3 give sufficient edge conditions
for such a Kk, we have not investigated
this
problem carefully because of the limited information
on the needed Ramsey graphs to
make a reasonable conjecture for p. For the triangle we have seen that the extremal
number depends only (when x30.648) on the complete bipartite graph. Thus, one
would expect that the Tut-an’s graphs would in general give the correct extremal
numbers for arbitrary k when CIis close to 1. In addition is it true if each Ln/21 subset
of vertices contains more than nZ/18 edges that an n vertex graph contains a K,? The
n2/18 comes from the Tut-an graph with a maximum number of edges and no K,.
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